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Editorial
Dear GGI friends and colleagues
Welcome to this new edition
of the GGI Auditing, Reporting
& Compliance (ARC) Practice
Group’s FYI Newsletter.
I would like to thank all contributors
to this newsletter. I would also like
to show my appreciation to the many
PG members who have participated
in our webinars. Even if our meetings
are only virtual, it has been good to
see all of you and I hope that you
find yourself in good health and
optimistic about the months to come.
This newsletter has significantly fewer
COVID-19 related topics than our
prior newsletters, although the effects
on our profession are still significant

and will be for quite some time to
come. I am especially delighted to
see that we have so many articles
from PG members, hailing from
numerous different countries. I am
sure that you will find them well
worth reading. Please do not hesitate
to contact the authors directly if you
would like to elaborate on any of
the subjects they have discussed.
Anyway, I am very confident that
the safety measures taken in each
country will soon bring us back
together. Until then, I wish you
and your families all the best.
Stay safe and in good health.
Enjoy reading this Spring
FYI Newsletter!

All the best,
Boris Michels
Global Chairperson of the
GGI Auditing, Reporting
& Compliance Practice Group

Disclaimer – The information provided in this newsletter came from reliable sources and was prepared from data as-

sumed to be correct; however, prior to making it the basis of a decision, it must be verified. Ratings and assessments reflect
the personal opinion of the respective author only. We neither accept liability for, nor are we able to guarantee, the content.
This publication is for GGI internal use only and intended solely and exclusively for GGI members.

Brexit and Audit
By Katherine Rose
The end of the Brexit transition
period has resulted in significant
changes to how businesses operate.
Combined with the impact of
COVID-19, this presents unique
challenges for UK auditors.

Considerations
for Groups
UK companies that qualify as small
are eligible to use several accounting,
auditing, and filing exemptions.
Companies that are part of an
“ineligible group” are excluded from
the small-companies regime. From
January 2021, the definition of an
ineligible group is less restrictive, and
more companies could qualify as small.
A UK intermediate parent company
was previously exempt from preparing

GGI member firm
Citroen Wells Chartered Accountants
Auditing and Accounting, Tax, Advisory,
Corporate Finance, Fiduciary
and Estate Planning
London, UK
T: +44 20 7304 2000
W: citroenwells.co.uk
Katherine Rose
E: katherine.rose@citroenwells.co.uk
Citroen Wells’ partners include specialists
with years of practical knowledge
assisting their international clients,
including the financial problems
facing property investors, dealers, and
developers. They offer a range
of high-quality accounting, tax,
financial, and business services.
Katherine Rose is responsible for
quality control, compliance, and

group accounts when the company
was included in the consolidated
accounts of an European Economic
Area (EEA) parent. This exemption
will no longer be available. However,
the exemption may still be taken
if the parent company prepares
its consolidated accounts in an
equivalent manner to UK GAAP.
When carrying out group audits that
have components situated in both
the UK and EU, auditors may need to
consider the need for work permits
and issues such as data sharing.

Audit Regulations
New UK Audit Regulations are now
in place. The major changes involve
the qualification of EEA auditors and
firms that could affect responsible
individual status and ownership
tests. No EEA qualification, with the
exception of Ireland, is automatically

recognised for UK audit registrations
until mutual recognition is established.
An individual holding an EEA
qualification is only recognised
where the qualification is deemed
by the UK body to be comparable.

Industry-Specific
Audit Risks
Understanding Brexit risk factors is
particularly important considering
the additional risk factors of
COVID-19. Entities and auditors
will need to analyse and understand
the combined impact of these
two significant economic events.
When understanding the entity
and its environment, auditors will
be required to consider industry
risks applicable to the entity:
Does the industry rely on fast
turnaround of imports or exports
or on EU supply chains?
Does the industry rely on access
agreements or licenses from the EU
to operate or sell within the EU?
Is the industry impacted
by EU quotas or reliant on
tax, grant funding or other
incentives from the EU?

Katherine Rose
technical matters at Citroen Wells. She
also manages a portfolio of audit clients,
with 15+ years’ experience working with
businesses across many industries,
focussing on international groups and
consolidations under UK GAAP and IFRS.

Entity-Specific
Audit Risks
In addition to the industry risk factors
outlined above, auditors will need to
consider the potential impact of entityspecific Brexit-related risk factors:
Will the business be able to
continue to operate in the EU
without changes to operations?

...next page
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Does the entity rely on UK
staff regularly working in
the EU or vice versa?
Are products and services subject to
EU regulatory and compliance law?
Does the entity rely on EU
labour, in particular to fill
business-critical roles?
Will the entity face increased
administration costs, tariffs,
and duties relating to importing
from or exporting to the EU?
Do the pressures of Brexit
(and COVID-19) increase
the risk of fraud?

Legal and
Compliance Issues

Consumers in EU countries receiving a
supply of services from a UK business
no longer being charged UK VAT;

Auditors will be required to assess
the risk of non-compliance with
laws and regulations. Many laws
and regulations have been amended
as a result of Brexit. There are
changes to data protection and
employment regulations that may
impact businesses. Additionally,
some important changes in UK VAT
rules from 01 January 2021, include:

All supplies of digital services to
consumers in EU member states
are liable for VAT in the consumer’s
member state. The annual threshold
for cross-borders sales of digital
services to EU consumers no
longer applies. VAT will be charged
at the rate where the customer is
based and those sales declared to
the relevant EU member state.

“Postponed accounting” for import
VAT on goods brought into the UK;
VAT, and in some cases import
customs duties, becoming due when
goods arrive in the EU from the UK;

COVID-19 has resulted in many clients
and auditors being unable to devote
time to Brexit preparation. Auditors
are going to be forced to think hard
about what they do, how they do it,
and re-evaluate the risks to business.

Introduction of Mandatory
Audit Committees
in Listed Companies
By Imke Reich
In June 2020, the German payment
service provider Wirecard AG filed for
the opening of insolvency proceedings
after its auditor, EY, had refused
to certify the 2019 annual financial
statements on the basis of EUR 1.9
billion on the balance sheet that could
not be verified. Consequently, the
company, which had been a member
of the German Share Index “DAX
30” since September 2018, had to
leave the DAX 30 in August 2020.
Among others, the Supervisory
Board of Wirecard was criticised as
an advisory and controlling body.

The number of Supervisory Board
members (six since June 2018)
was relatively small in comparison
with Wirecard’s rapid growth. Prior
to Wirecard, the members had no
experience with management board
activities or supervisory board
mandates in major companies or
groups. One person alone chaired the
Board from 2008 to 2020. Moreover,
Wirecard had not implemented
an Audit Committee until 2019.
Principle 14 of the German
Corporate Governance Code
(GCGC), which contains principles,
recommendations, and suggestions
for the management and supervision
of German listed companies,
recommends the formation of an
audit committee, responsible for
monitoring the financial reporting
process, the effectiveness of
the internal control system, risk
management and internal audit
systems, and compliance, as well
as the quality of the audit.
Previously, only quantitative criteria,
stock exchange turnover, and market
capitalisation have been requirements

GGI member firm
nbs partners
Auditing and Accounting, Tax,
Law Firm Services
Hamburg, Germany
T: +49 40 44 19 60 12
W: nbs-partners.de
Imke Reich
E: reich@nbs-partners.de
nbs partners is a multidisciplinary
association of certified public
accountants, lawyers, and certified tax
advisors with a focus on the audit and
advisory of small, mid-size, and large
entities, as well as international groups
and high-net-worth individuals.
Imke Reich, Senior Audit Manager, mainly
handles annual and consolidated financial
statement audits in accordance with IFRS

for admission to the DAX 30. These
requirements are to be extended
by quality criteria, in particular the
obligation to establish an audit
committee. In comparison, companies
listed on the NYSE are already
obliged to establish one. The German

Imke Reich
and HGB. She also carries out audits in
accordance with other laws (e.g. WpHG,
KWG, VermAnlG). Before she became
part of nbs partners in 2017, she worked
for KPMG in Munich and Hamburg.

stock exchange recently decided
all index companies must comply
with the recommendations of the
GCGC relating to the establishment
of an audit committee from March
2021 onwards, so that a case like
Wirecard will not be repeated.

Personal Data Processing
in the Acquisition
of a Company
By Gabriele Borghi
The attention to national and EU
data-protection legislation has
currently become increasingly (and
incessantly) relevant in the evaluation
process of a corporate acquisition
transaction, since it is aimed at

eliminating – or rather, reducing –
the risk for the potential purchaser
to be subject to the application, by
the competent Supervisory Authority,
of considerable administrative
sanctions under art. 83 of the
GDPR, or to run into considerable
management (and advisory) expenses

in order to adapt the newly acquired
company to the aforementioned
legislation: therefore, the execution,
during the due diligence process,
of a thorough investigation of the
adequacy of the so-called target
company, is of crucial importance.

...next page
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In this regard, the exemplification
of the Starwood Hotel & Resorts/
Marriot International case is absolutely
emblematic. In September 2016,
Marriott Hotel Group completed
the acquisition of Starwood,
although unaware that, back in
2014, Starwood had suffered a
major and significant data breach
involving approximately 339 million
stakeholders: an event discovered
only in November 2018, i.e. two
years after the closing of the abovementioned corporate transaction.

GGI member firm
Baldi & Partners Avvocati e Commercialisti
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting,
Fiduciary and Estate Planning,
Law Firm Services, Tax
Reggio Emilia, Italy
T: +39 0522 271 220
W: baldiandpartners.it
Gabriele Borghi
E: gabriele.borghi@baldiandpartners.it
Baldi & Partners was born from the
merger between two GGI member
firms: Studio Baldi (Tax & Accounting)

Following the incident, on 30 October
2020, the Information Commissioner’s
Office (ICO) fined Marriott – even
though not directly responsible for
the personal data breach – EUR  20
million, since Marriott had failed to
undertake sufficient due diligence in the
acquisition of Starwood and should also
have done more to secure its systems.

Gabriele Borghi
and Studio Legale Baldi (Legal). It is
a multidisciplinary professional firm
specialising in legal, tax consulting,
audit and accounting, and further
advisory services. Its sister company,
Baldi Finance, extends the array of
offered services to corporate finance.
Gabriele Borghi, Italian Lawyer, has
been part of the Baldi & Partners
Avvocati e Commercialisti staff since
2014. He advises within the areas of
privacy and data protection, M&A, due
diligence procedures, and litigation.

Has Your Firm
Assessed Its Quality Risks?
By Tom Parry
The International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) recently finalised its quality
management standards (QMS),
and the US Auditing Standards
Board just issued       Proposed
Quality Management Standards that
are intended to converge with the
IAASB standards and include:
Statement on QMS (SQMS)
1 - A Firm’s System of Quality
Management (System)
SQMS 2 - Engagement
Quality Reviews (EQR)

Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) - Quality Management
for an Engagement Conducted
in Accordance with Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards
The proposed standards provide
for a new, risk-based approach to
designing systems within CPA firms
that focuses firms’ attention on
risks that may have an impact on
engagement quality. Unlike current
standards, the new approach requires
a firm to customise the design,
implementation, and operation
of its system based on the nature
and circumstances of the firm and
the engagements it performs.

SQMS 1 addresses the firm’s
responsibility for establishing a
system. Similar to current standards,
it requires that the firm determines
when an EQR is an appropriate
response to quality risks and requires
firms to include the inspection of
engagements in its monitoring
activities. However, SQMS 1 prohibits
engagement team members or the
engagement quality reviewer of an
engagement from performing any
inspection of that engagement.
SQMS 2 contains requirements for
policies and procedures addressing
the appointment and eligibility of
an engagement quality reviewer
and performance of an EQR. Of
note, SQMS 2 requires a twoyear cooling-off period before a
former engagement partner can
serve as an engagement quality
reviewer on that engagement.
The new SAS encourages proactive
management of quality at the
engagement level, emphasises

GGI member firm
Navolio & Tallman LLP
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting, Tax
San Francisco (CA), USA
T: +1 415 956 1750
W: ntllp.com
Tom Parry
E: tparry@ntllp.com
Navolio & Tallman LLP is a mid-size
CPA firm located in San Francisco. Their
holistic approach to working with clients,
their relationships based on trust, and
their advanced accounting and tax
expertise are the perfect combination to
help clients meet and exceed their goals.
Tom Parry oversees quality control at
Navolio & Tallman. He is the immediate
past Chair of the AICPA Peer Review
Board, member of the CA Peer Review
and Accounting Principles and Auditing

the importance of exercising
professional scepticism, enhances
the documentation of the auditor’s

Tom Parry
Standards Committees, and serves
on the Quality Control task force of
the US Auditing Standards Board. He
also provides peer review and quality
control services for other firms.

judgments, and reinforces the
need for robust communications
throughout the audit.

France: Impact of
COVID-19 on Auditing
for 2020 Year Ends
By Carole Hong Tran
The French national body of
statutory auditors (CNCC) issued
a press release in January 2021
explaining various adaptations
to 2020 certification reports
incorporating the health crisis
particularities presented below.

Description
of COVID-19
Crisis Context

The CNCC considered it necessary
to recall in all statutory audit
reports on 2020 accounts:

Context of the crisis for business
activities and financing
Impact of the exceptional measures
taken under the state of emergency
on companies’ internal organisation
and audit implementation.
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Disagreement,
Limitation,
and Multiple
Uncertainties
Due to the COVID-19 crisis,
auditors might be led to formulate
a qualified opinion, a disclaimer
of opinion, or an adverse opinion
in the following situations:
Description or consideration of
health crisis consequences in
financial statements is incorrect.
Scope limitation due to travel
restrictions, inability to collect certain
evidence or carry out satisfactory
alternative procedures, inability to
assess relevant assumptions used
for certain accounting estimates,
or insufficient internal control.
Multiple uncertainties whose
impact on accounts cannot
be clearly defined.

Going Concern
Assumption
In the health crisis context, auditors
must not deviate from applicable
rules. They must assess an entity’s
ability to continue as a going

concern and determine if there are
uncertainties related to significant
events or circumstances.

Auditors’
Observations on
Financial Statements
Auditors may, if necessary, make
observations to draw readers’
attention to notes in the appendix
that appropriately describe the
COVID-19 crisis impact on annual
activities and/or accounts.

GGI member firm
FIDAG SARL
Audit and Accounting, Tax,
Advisory and Corporate Finance
Paris, France
T: +33 1 42 80 20 81
W: fidag.com
Carole Hong Tran
E: carolehong.tran@fidag.com
FIDAG SARL was created in 1985 and
specialises in accounting, auditing,
and advice to SMEs where they are
engaged in international operations,
particularly tax issues, social and labour
law, legal problems, accounting, and
the management of operations taking
place in at least two different countries.

Taking into Account
the COVID-19 Crisis
to Determine Audit
Key Points
The CNCC believes that, given
the seriousness of the COVID-19
pandemic, auditors may, in the
audit key points area of the report,
refer to the crisis as a particular
context when describing the risk
of significant anomalies or in
response to identified risks.

Carole
Hong Tran
Carole Hong Tran is a Partner with FIDAG,
a French Chartered Accountant, and an
ACCA member,
with considerable
expertise in
statutory audit
and due diligence
operations.

Best Practice for
Transfer Pricing in
Vietnam for Global MNCs
By David Lang and Thanh Nguyen
Besides the positive contributions
of foreign enterprises to Vietnam’s
economy, this field has also exposed
some concerns, which adversely
impacted Vietnam’s investment
environment. In order to avoid illegal
activities such as tax evasion, some
of the best practices for transfer
pricing in Vietnam are as follows:
1. FDI enterprises implemented transfer
pricing by selling goods and raw
materials to associates at a much
lower price than the selling price
to non-associates. Thanks to the
advantage of holding a large share of
capital in Vietnamese enterprises, the
foreign associates have the right to
determine the transfer price of goods
and raw materials to transfer a lot of
pre-tax profits to the host country.

GGI member firm
Viettonkin Consulting
Auditing and Accounting, Tax,
Law Firm Services, Advisory
Hanoi, Vietnam
T: +84 94 5086038
W: viettonkinconsulting.com
David Lang
E: truong.lang@viettonkin.com.vn
Thanh Nguyen
E: thanh.nguyen@viettonkin.com.vn
Founded in 2009, Viettonkin is a multidisciplinary group of consulting firms
specialising in accounting, legal, and
a one-stop solution to FDI enterprises

2. FDI enterprises carry out the
transfer pricing by choosing
countries and territories in the

world with low corporate income tax
rates as the headquarters to register

...next page

David Lang
worldwide. The FDI consulting company
aims to facilitate and connect investors in
Southeast Asia with the rest of the world.

Thanh Nguyen
David Lang is the Founder and CEO
of Viettonkin. He has over 10 years of
experience, focused on FDI investment
and supporting worldwide enterprises.
Thanh Nguyen is an Accounting Manager
at Viettonkin with considerable expertise
in accounting and statutory audit.
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their investment in Vietnam. These
enterprises take advantage of tax
rate differences between countries
and regions to evade taxes. As
corporate income tax in countries
where investors registered to
invest in Vietnam is zero or at a
deficient level, enterprises must
not pay taxes or low numbers.

3. For investors who intend to transfer
prices, they actively increased input
prices (machinery, equipment,
technology, etc.) in the project’s
economical-technical feasibility
study to create significant corporate
fixed assets value. If any demand
for supplements or replacement
during the later production and

business process, the prices of
new machinery and equipment
will be declared as the price costs,
creating virtual values in terms of
capital. Hence, the depreciation
rate is increased, the price cost
is also higher, low, or even no
profit, and the company will lose.

Digital Technology
in Customer Relationships
By Małgorzata Motyl
Digital transformation is reshaping
banking, with bricks-and-mortar high
street branches quickly disappearing.
Digitalisation is forcing institutions to
transform their business models and
adapt. Significantly, digital is changing
how we provide “value” to customers.
Banks must now keep up with the
“always-connected” customer who
wants to have access to banking

GGI member firm
Penteris
Law Firm Services
Warsaw, Poland
T: +48 22 257 83 00
W: penteris.com
Małgorzata Motyl
E: malgorzata.motyl@penteris.com
Penteris is a European law firm combining
in-depth expertise, robust advice, and a panregional reach. They are committed to keeping
clients ahead of the market with hard skills,
legal acumen, and service-minded know-how.
With 10 years of experience in financial
institutions, Małgorzata Motyl focuses
on compliance and regulatory issues.

services any place, any time, all the time.
The EU’s open banking solutions have
only accelerated the transformation.
Open banking constitutes a new
standard on the financial services
market, implemented in accordance
with the EU PSD2 directive. Customers
gain control over the use of their
sensitive data, which is shared with
banks and other approved entities to get
the best deal possible across a range of
financial products. A single dashboard

Małgorzata
Motyl

Her specialised know-how supplements
her practical experience in handling
corporate matters. Małgorzata’s
professional background covers all
aspects of daily business by companies.

allows banks to offer a complete
solution to customer financial needs. It
also encourages competition between
financial institutions and leads to more
innovative products and services. The
direct and fast exchange of financial
data will help reduce operating costs
and improve business performance.
Open banking is gaining strength
globally. The advantages of PSD2
are encouraging others to develop
similar solutions: CMA in the UK,
HKMA in Hong Kong, and other
initiatives in Australia, Japan, and
Brazil. The US currently lacks any
law on open banking but the market
is pushing to define guidelines,
including the responsible use of
consumer data and the generation
of a regulatory environment
that encourages innovation.
Open banking certainly puts the
customer first. The integration of
banking services focuses on simplifying
processes and maximising the use
of customer data. It will catapult
the market into significantly greater
changes within the next five years.
Turning complex and inconsistent
banking services into a series of fast,
easy to use and unified tools will
boost visible benefits for consumers.

Auditor Independence
and IT Services
By Jeffrey A. Ford
New audit independence guidance
becomes effective in January 2022
in the US for audit firms that
provide technology services. The
following are only a few of the key
issues related to this guidance.

Hosting and
Client Portals
Where the client data resides is a
key consideration. Hosting services
include keeping an attest client’s
depreciation records, historical tax
returns, etc. In short, the auditor
may not serve as the client’s record
storage or disaster recovery provider.
To maintain independence, complete

GGI member firm
Grossman Yanak & Ford LLP
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting, Tax
Pittsburgh (PA), USA
T: +1 412 338 93 02
W: gyf.com
Jeffrey A. Ford
E: ford@gyf.com
Grossman Yanak & Ford LLP is a fullservice CPA firm, headquartered in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Their accounting
and consulting service offerings include
audit and assurance, tax advisory and
compliance, business valuation and
litigation support, business advisory/
management consulting, and ERP solutions.

records must be provided to and
maintained by the client. Further,
the client’s access to the data in
the auditor’s possession must be
terminated after a reasonable period.

Commercial Off-TheShelf Software (COTS)
An auditor may assist with COTS
implementation by providing training,
advice, and other types of services.
Creating new code or other steps
that alter COTS functionality, writing
a custom interface to a COTS, or
custom data translation would impair
independence. Use of third-party
applications for interfaces and data
translation allows the possibility
of remaining independent.

Jeffrey A. Ford
Jeffrey A. Ford is a Founding Partner at
Grossman Yanak & Ford LLP. He has over
30 years of experience, focused in audit
and assurance, M&A transactions, and
technology consulting. Jeff has served
a variety of ownership groups including
public and private companies, private
equity groups, and international investors.
He currently
serves on the
AICPA Governing
Council.

Other Data
Analysis Tools
Dashboards and data analysis
applications should be analysed
to determine if they are a financial
information system (FIS) or merely
a tool. Designing, developing,
or utilising a FIS on behalf of
a client impairs independence;
design, development, or use of
a tool does not. A tool performs
only discrete calculations. A FIS
aggregates or generates data
that is significant to the financial
statements or financial processes.

Keeping Independent
It is critical to avoid performing any
management functions. The auditor
should assure that the client (1) has
the appropriate skills, knowledge
and experience, (2) evaluates and
accepts responsibility for any inputs
and assumptions, and (3) has
sufficient information to understand
the processes and results.
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The Future of
Audit is T-Shaped
By Andrea van der Giezen
The future of audit is upon us! Are
your audit teams T-shaped yet?
A lot has changed within the financial
auditing profession in recent years.
We are in the middle of a golden age
of innovation with new technological
possibilities. But the future of audit is
not only about the digital innovation;
it also relates to quality standards and
trying to reduce the expectation gap.
Of course, quality is an important
issue and oversight boards have
become stricter to re-establish
trust in the quality of audits. Due
to raised quality standards auditing
has become box ticking: perhaps too
much. Unfortunately, the expectation
gap with the public has not been

GGI member firm
JAN© Auditors
& Business Consultants B.V.
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting, Tax
Amsterdam, Weesp, Schiphol,
Valkenburg, and Purmerend,
The Netherlands
T: +31 88 2202 357
W: jan.nl/en
Andrea van der Giezen
E: andreavandergiezen@jan.nl
JAN© Auditors & Business Consultants
B.V. is a Dutch audit and tax advisory
firm, employing 170 people in four

reduced by all the formalities. Soft
skills, like being able to communicate
clearly, turn out to be a vital part of
our future, both to reach the public
and to be able do our work properly.
The auditor has a privileged position
because he or she has access to
confidential business information.
It creates a moral obligation to the
public to inform them if necessary. But

Andrea
van der Giezen
offices near Schiphol and Amsterdam.
JAN© helps a wide range of (inter)
national clients, providing services in
the areas of taxation, administration,
audits, personnel, salaries, and law.
Andrea van der Giezen, RA, RB, is a Senior
Partner and a Member of the Board of
Directors of JAN©. She is also responsible
for compliance and quality within the firm.
Andrea has vast experience as an auditor.
As well as being a Certified Public Auditor,
she is also a Chartered Tax Adviser.

how do you build a bridge between
shareholders and stakeholders? To
be able to be a “modern auditor” you
also must have soft skills. Therefore,
it is recommended that audit teams
become more “T-shaped”: combining
thorough theoretical knowledge
(length of the T) with more common
knowledge and skills (width of the
T), to try to reduce the gap. Other
businesses have travelled down
this road before us, for instance the
medical and legal profession. There
is of course no easy solution for
this challenge, but to think about
what the public needs from auditors
should be the central question if we
think about the future of audit.
If both knowledge and soft skills can
be adequately combined within each
person, is questionable. Of course,
not every auditor can possess such
cleverness. But an audit team can be
put together in a way that the required
combination is available between the
team members. For instance: besides
a team member who is the best
communicator, there could also be a
team member with IT as specialism,
a team member with focus on
management of the assignment, etc.
So here we come to the basis for the
future: the new generation of auditors.
Are they going to do it differently,
and will the current generation let
them? I hope that the new generation
will not be put off by old ways and
office politics. Olof Bik, Professor of
Behavioural Research in Auditing at
Nyenrode Business University in the
Netherlands, has said that it is the
responsibility of the older auditors
to kindle the proverbial flame, and to
prevent that flame from going out.
Perhaps this is the biggest challenge
for our future: the future is now.

Cayman Islands
Compliance and
Transparency
By Chris Humphries and Jonathan McLean
The Cayman Islands is a transparent
International Financial Centre
which complies with all global
standards on tax transparency
and information exchange.

Below is a non-exhaustive
compliance checklist of some of
the measures that the Cayman
Islands have taken in this regard:

Legislation/ Global Standards

Description

Tax Information Exchange
Agreement (“TIEA”)

The Cayman Islands has signed a TIEA with some 36 countries (of which 32 are
currently in force) which provide for the exchange of information on a request
relating to a specific criminal or civil tax investigation or civil tax matters under
investigation.

Cayman Islands Financial
Institution Reporting Regime and
Automatic Exchange of Financial
Information

The Cayman Islands has entered into an intergovernmental agreement to improve
international tax compliance and the exchange of information with the United
States (“FATCA”). The Cayman Islands has also, along with over 99 other countries,
committed to implement the OECD Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial
Account Information – Common Reporting Standard (the “CRS”) The Cayman
Islands has issued regulations to give effect to FATCA and the CRS (together the
“AEOI Regulations”).

Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (“AIFMD”)
Passport - Pending

The Cayman Islands is undergoing assessment by the European Securities and
Markets Authority, which it hopes will lead to its approval for the pan-European
marketing passport.

Financial Action Task Force

The Cayman Islands is a member of the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force
which is leading the implementation of anti-money laundering and counterterrorist financing measures such as obtaining and storing beneficial ownership
information.

Global Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information for Tax
Purposes

The Cayman Islands is a member of the OECD Global Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes.

Agreement on the Enhanced
Sharing of Beneficial Ownership
Information

The Cayman Islands has entered into an agreement with the UK that would
enable UK governmental agencies to have a platform to gain access to beneficial
ownership information of companies incorporated in the Cayman Islands but which
is not accessible to the general public.

Conclusion
Although the Cayman Islands is a
tax-neutral jurisdiction whose value

in international finance transactions
is well-noted and appreciated
in many of the key financial
markets, it is not a “tax haven”.

Read the full version of this
article at       stuartslaw.com
Authors profiles on next page
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Stuarts Walker Hersant Humphries
(Stuarts) is a client-oriented offshore legal
practice in the Cayman Islands offering fully
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Deferred Revenue
in M&A Transactions
By Jill T. Braunstein
and Caitlyn M. Ryan
Companies across a multitude of
industries regularly utilise advance
payment arrangements with their
customers, especially in the technology,
software and services industries.
While such payment structures may
be an ordinary part of doing business,
they are of critical importance if and
when a company decides to sell.
Deferred revenue is payment received
for products or services to be delivered
in the future. Because it represents
revenue that has not yet been earned
and a product/service that has not yet
been delivered, GAAP characterises
deferred revenue as a liability. As
the product/service is delivered, it is

recognised proportionally as revenue.
Notably, where the prepayment term
is for 12 months or less, deferred
revenue is reported as a current
liability, whereas if it is for a period in
excess of 12 months, it is classified
as a long-term liability (debt).
Deferred revenue is a critical
consideration in M&A deals, perhaps
the most contentious of which is
the treatment of deferred revenue
as working capital or debt. Sellers
prefer to treat deferred revenue
as working capital, reasoning that
deferred revenue will only materialise
if the target company were wound
up. Buyers prefer to treat deferred
revenue as debt, reasoning that
it is a liability for goods/services
to be provided post-closing. In
the course of negotiations, sellers
and buyers will need to consider,
for example, whether the deferred
revenue was established by the
receipt of cash or booking of a trade
receivable. Additionally, buyers will
often be required to expend money
in order to provide the goods/
services post-closing. Where the
expenditures will be substantial,
buyers may request a credit at closing.
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Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP is a fullservice commercial law firm providing a
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Further, pursuant to the business
combination rules of accounting,
liabilities are typically recognised at
fair value on the acquisition date,

Caitlyn M. Ryan

which often results in a lower value
than carrying value and thus a “lost
year” (or “lost years”, if the deferred
liability is a debt) post-closing.
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